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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR NETWORK HANDOVER

(57) The present invention provides a method and a
system for network handover. The method includes: dur-
ing a process that equipment hands over from a current
network to another network, a driver receiving a network-
disconnected message, and judging whether the net-
work-disconnected message is sent from a Connection
Manager (CM); if the network-disconnected message is

sent from the CM, the driver reporting, to an operating
system, a first signalling which identifies that the current
network is disconnected; and if the network-disconnect-
ed message is not sent from the CM, the driver reporting,
to the operating system, a second signalling which iden-
tifies that the current network is connected. By the adop-
tion of the method and the system, power consumption
of the equipment can be reduced.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munication, and in particular to a method and a system
for network handover.

Background

[0002] At present, in multi-mode wireless terminal
equipment, different regions may have different net-
works. In this case, the equipment judges whether to per-
form network handover according to currently found net-
work environment. On the premise that the currently
found network is superior to the network environment of
an original network, the equipment registers to the cur-
rently found network automatically which results in that
the equipment is disconnected from the original network.
The general expression forms include: changing net-
work-connection icons, displaying that the network is dis-
connected, and simultaneously showing the situations
that an Internet Protocol (IP), a subnet, a default gateway
and the like are empty. Some operations currently per-
formed, such as downloading, are interrupted to influ-
ence the feeling and experience of a user.
[0003] Particularly, when the network is instable, for
example, in the place where the 3rd- Generation (3G)
network coverage signals are poor, the equipment may
hand over between the 2nd- generation (2G) network
and the 3G network frequently, and the network- connec-
tion icons are modified by the system repeatedly, so that
the power consumption of the equipment is increased
greatly.
[0004] An effective solution has not been proposed at
present aiming at the problem in a related technology
that the power consumption of the equipment is in-
creased greatly because the network-connection icons
are modified repeatedly by the system.

Summary

[0005] The present invention provides a method and
a system for network handover, which at least solve the
problem that the power consumption of the equipment is
increased greatly because the network-connection icons
are modified repeatedly by the system.
[0006] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, a method for network handover is provided. The
method includes: during a process that equipment hands
over from a current network to another network, a driver
receiving a network-disconnected message and judging
whether the network-disconnected message is sent from
a Connection Manager (CM); if the  network-disconnect-
ed message is sent from the CM, the driver reporting, to
an operating system, a first signalling which identifies
that the current network is disconnected; and if the net-
work-disconnected message is not sent from the CM, the

driver reporting, to the operating system, a second sig-
nalling which identifies that the current network is in a
connected state.
[0007] Preferably, after the driver reports, to the oper-
ating system, the first signalling which identifies that the
current network is disconnected, the method further in-
cludes: the operating system modifying a first icon which
identifies that a network is connected into a second icon
which identifies that the network is disconnected.
[0008] Preferably, after the operating system modifies
the first icon which identifies that the network is connect-
ed into the second icon which identifies that the network
is disconnected, the method further includes: the oper-
ating system emptying parameters of an Internet Protocol
(IP), a subnet and a default gateway.
[0009] Preferably, after the driver reports, to the oper-
ating system, the second signalling which identifies that
the current network is in the connected state, the method
further includes: the operating system continuing display-
ing a first icon which identifies that a network is connect-
ed.
[0010] Preferably, after the operating system contin-
ues displaying the first icon which identifies that the net-
work is connected, the method further includes: the op-
erating system storing parameters of a current IP, a cur-
rent subnet and a current default gateway.
[0011] Preferably, when the equipment hands over to
said another network, the equipment disconnects from
the current network, and the driver registers in said an-
other network by using parameter of the current IP.
[0012] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, a system for network handover is provided, in-
cluding: equipment, configured to hand over from a cur-
rent network to another network; and a driver, configured
to, during a process that the equipment hands over from
the current network to said another network, receive a
network-disconnected message and judge whether the
network-disconnected message is sent from a Connec-
tion Manager (CM); if the network-disconnected mes-
sage is sent from the CM, report to an operating system
a first signalling which identifies that the current network
is disconnected; and if the network-disconnected mes-
sage is not sent from the CM, report to the operating
system a second signalling which identifies that the cur-
rent network is in a connected state.
[0013] Preferably, the system further includes: the op-
erating system, configured to modify a first icon which
identifies that a network is connected into a second icon
which identifies that the network is disconnected after
the driver reports, to the operating system, the first sig-
nalling  which identifies that the current network is dis-
connected; and continue displaying the first icon which
identifies that the network is connected after the driver
reports, to the operating system, the second signalling
which identifies that the current network is connected.
[0014] Preferably, the operating system is further con-
figured to store parameters of a current Internet Protocol
(IP), a current subnet and a current default gateway.
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[0015] Preferably, the equipment is further configured
to disconnect from the current network when handing
over to said another network; and the driver is further
configured to register in said another network by using
parameter of the current IP.
[0016] In embodiments of the present invention, the
driver judges whether a network-disconnected message
is sent from a CM; if the network-disconnected message
is sent from the CM, the driver reports, to an operating
system, a first signalling which identifies that the current
network is disconnected; if the network-disconnected
message is not sent from the CM, the driver reports, to
the operating system, a second signalling which identifies
that the current network is in a connected state. In this
way, the operating system is prevented from receiving
the network-disconnected message repeatedly and cor-
respondingly modifying a network-connection icon re-
peatedly, so that the power consumption of the equip-
ment is reduced.

Brief description of the drawings

[0017] Drawings, provided for further understanding of
the present invention and forming a part of the specifica-
tion, are used to explain the present invention together
with embodiments of the present invention rather than to
limit the present invention, wherein: 

Fig. 1 shows a processing flowchart of a method for
network handover according to an embodiment of
the present invention;
Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of keeping a network-con-
nected state during network handover according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 3 shows a first structural schematic diagram of
a system for network handover according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention; and
Fig. 4 shows a second structural schematic diagram
of a system for network handover according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

Detailed description of the embodiments

[0018] The present invention is described below with
reference to the accompanying drawings and embodi-
ments in detail. Note that, the embodiments in the present
invention and the  characteristics in the embodiments
can be combined mutually if there is no conflict.
[0019] Related technologies mention that equipment
judges whether to perform network handover according
to currently found network environment. On the premise
that the currently found network is superior to the network
environment of an original network, the equipment reg-
isters to the currently found network automatically which
results in that the equipment is disconnected from the
original network. The general expression forms include:
changing network-connection icons, displaying that the
network is disconnected, and simultaneously showing

the situations that an Internet Protocol (IP), a subnet, a
default gateway and the like are empty. Some operations
currently performed, such as downloading, are interrupt-
ed to influence the feeling and experience of a user. Par-
ticularly, when the network is instable, for example, in
the place where the 3rd-Generation (3G) network cover-
age signals are poor, the equipment may hand over be-
tween the 2nd-generation (2G) network and the 3G net-
work frequently, and the network-connection icons are
modified by the system repeatedly, so that the power
consumption of the equipment is increased greatly.
[0020] In order to solve the above technical problem,
an embodiment of the present invention provides a meth-
od for network handover. The processing flow is as
shown in Fig. 1 and includes:

Step 102, during a process that equipment hands
over from a current network to another network, a
driver receives a network-disconnected message
and judges whether the network-disconnected mes-
sage is sent from a Connection Manager (CM); if the
network-disconnected message is sent from the CM,
the driver executes Step 104; and if the network-
disconnected message is not sent from the CM, the
driver executes Step 106;
Step 104, the driver reports, to an operating system,
a first signalling which identifies that the current net-
work is disconnected; and
Step 106, the driver reports, to the operating system,
a second signalling which identifies that the current
network is in a connected state.

[0021] In the embodiment of the present invention, the
driver judges whether a network-disconnected message
is sent from a CM; if the network-disconnected message
is sent from the CM, the driver reports, to an operating
system, a first signalling which identifies that the current
network is disconnected; if the network-disconnected
message is not sent from the CM, the driver reports, to
the operating system, a second signalling which identifies
that the current network is in a connected state. In this
way, the operating system is prevented from receiving
the network-disconnected message repeatedly and cor-
respondingly modifying a network-connection icon re-
peatedly, so that the power consumption of the  equip-
ment is reduced.
[0022] In an embodiment, after the driver reports, to
the operating system, the first signalling which identifies
that the current network is disconnected, the operating
system may modify a first icon which identifies that a
network is connected into a second icon which identifies
that the network is disconnected; and simultaneously,
the operating system may empty parameters of an Inter-
net Protocol (IP), a subnet and a default gateway.
[0023] During implementation, after the driver reports,
to the operating system, the second signalling which
identifies that the current network is in the connected
state, the operating system may continue displaying a
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first icon which identifies that a network is connected,
and may select to store parameters of a current IP, a
current subnet and a current default gateway. In this
case, preferably, when the equipment hands over to said
another network, the equipment disconnects from the
current network, and the driver registers in said another
network by using the parameter of the current IP.
[0024] In the embodiments of the present invention,
when multi-mode wireless terminal equipment is in dif-
ferent regions, after the equipment performs the network
handover automatically, a network-connection icon in the
current Windows shows the state of normal connection
all the time; moreover, after connecting to another net-
work, the equipment continues performing the current
downloading. After the technical solution is realized, a
user does not feel the network disconnection after the
network handover is performed automatically, so that the
feeling and experience of the user is improved; and si-
multaneously, the requirements of part operators are
met.
[0025] The present invention is described in detail be-
low by several embodiments.

First embodiment

[0026] The network environment and the equipment
involved in the embodiment are classified according to
four modules of User Identification (UI) application soft-
ware, a driver, equipment and a network as follows.
[0027] The UI application software refers to various ap-
plication programs installed in an operating system gen-
erally, preferably, refers to an application program used
for operating wireless equipment.
[0028] A Network Intrusion Detection System (Nids)
driver refers to a Nids drive program which preserves IP
information of the network.
[0029] The equipment refers to a wireless data card.
[0030] The network refers to the set of different types
of networks, such as China Mobile, China Unicom, Evo-
lution Data Only (EVDO, namely a stage of a 3G system),
and Worldwide  Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX).
[0031] Through the application program, related oper-
ation, such as the network operation of surfing the Inter-
net and downloading, of the network can be performed.
The application program transmits these commands to
the Nids driver through related protocols. The Nids driver
analyzes transmitted data into a corresponding com-
mand according to the transmitted data and applicable
protocols, and sends the corresponding command to the
equipment, so that the equipment performs the corre-
sponding operation, and therefore connects to different
networks. However, after the equipment connects to a
certain network A, for some reason, the network A has
no signal in the current region, or the signal is poor, while
the signal of another network B in the region is very good.
At this time, the equipment hands over to the network B
and disconnects from the current network A. During the

process of disconnecting from the network A and con-
necting to the network B, the equipment gives corre-
sponding return information to the Nids driver, so that the
Nids driver can return the current network state and net-
work information to the operating system correctly. In the
embodiment, when the related network information re-
turned to the Nids driver by the equipment is received,
whether the information is required to be reported cor-
rectly is determined by judging whether the network-dis-
connected message is sent by the CM.
[0032] If the network-disconnected message is sent by
the CM, the Nids driver reports, to the system, a first
signaling which identifies that the current network is dis-
connected. Simultaneously, the system displays a net-
work-connection icon into a network-disconnected state,
moreover, the parameters of the IP, the subnet, the de-
fault gateway and the like are set to be empty. If the re-
ceived signaling is a network-disconnected message
which is not from the CM, the driver reports a false mes-
sage to the system, namely a second signaling which
identifies that the current network is connected, which
shows that the network is normal. After receiving the sig-
naling, the operating system can continuously display
that the network connection is normal, and simultane-
ously preserves the parameters of the IP, the subnet and
the default gateway. At the time, the equipment has been
disconnected from the network actually, the state that
the network-connection is normal is still displayed at the
position of the network disconnection of the operating
system; simultaneously, the parameters of the current
IP, the current subnet and the current default gateway
are stored. Moreover, the operation, such as uploading,
downloading and the like, related to the network can be
maintained. After the equipment automatically hands
over to another network, the Nids driver re-registers to a
network by using the preserved parameters of the IP,
and continues performing the previous operation related
to the network. Simultaneously, the previous network can
be  disconnected by the application program so as to
finish the network handover.
[0033] In the embodiment of the present invention, an
Application Program Interface (API) in the Nids drive pro-
gram provides an API interface for the interaction be-
tween the driver and the application programs. By pa-
rameter setting in the API interface, the related informa-
tion can be sent to the driver by the application program;
and moreover, a corresponding result also can be re-
turned to the application program.
[0034] During implementation, the module of the inter-
face of the operating system provides functions related
to the interaction with the operating system. The func-
tions can inform the operating system of the related in-
formation, for example, the functions for reporting the
normal network state of the operating system in the em-
bodiment.
[0035] A system monitoring module provides the relat-
ed information returned from the operating system or the
equipment. In the embodiment, which signaling is report-
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ed to the operating system is judged through the related
network information returned by detection equipment.
[0036] The system monitors and detects the informa-
tion returned by the equipment, extracts the related in-
formation and judges whether the information is required
to be reported to the operating system according to the
information. At the time, the network-disconnected mes-
sage sent by the equipment is modified into the normal
network state; the normal network state is reported to the
operating system through the system interface, so that
the operating system can display the current state cor-
rectly and simultaneously wait to access another net-
work. After another network is accessed, the API inter-
face function can be called through the UI application
program to send the true network-disconnected mes-
sage to the Nids drive program, so that the drive program
calls the system interface to send the network-discon-
nected message to the system, the disconnected net-
work of the equipment is disconnected, and a new net-
work is used.

Second embodiment

[0037] The embodiment provides a flow of keeping the
network-connected state during network handover, spe-
cifically referring to the schematic diagram as shown in
Fig. 2.
[0038] Step 202, during initialization, a global variable
disconnectflag is defined for indicating whether CM net-
work-disconnection occurs, wherein the disconnectflag
being 0 indicates that the CM network-disconnection oc-
curs, the disconnectflag being 1 indicates that the CM
maintains a fake network-connected state, and the initial
value of the disconnectflag is 0.
[0039] Step 204, when the application program calls
the interface DeviceIoControl of the drive program to in-
teract a function with the driver, in the application soft-
ware and the drive  program, a control code, which is
used for controlling the disconnectflag, with an input ar-
gument is customized. The driver needs to set the dis-
connectflag of the CM to be 1 under the condition corre-
sponding to the control code. When a fake network-con-
nected state needs to be maintained after the network is
disconnected, before the CM sends the network-discon-
nected message, the customized control code is sent
first, so that the driver sets the disconnectflag to be 1.
[0040] Step 206, the application program defines an-
other control code to make the driver process a process-
ing function when it is required to report to the system
that the network is disconnected.
[0041] Step 208, the network-disconnected message
is sent to the equipment, the equipment performs corre-
sponding processing, and the processed result is re-
turned to the driver. When the network-disconnected
message from the equipment is received, whether the
disconnectflag expresses that the network is disconnect-
ed or the CM maintains network connection (namely, the
value of the disconnectflag is 1 or 0) is judged with ref-

erence to the customized global variable disconnectflag.
[0042] Step 210, when the value of the disconnectflag
equals to 0, it represents that the network is disconnected
and corrected network state information, namely the net-
work is disconnected, is reported to the operating system,
and simultaneously the operating system clears the in-
formation such as the IP, the subnet and the default gate-
way.
[0043] Step 212, when the value of the disconnectflag
equals to 1, the information that the network is normal is
reported to the operating system. The operating system
stores the parameters of the IP, the subnet, the default
gateway and the like, and sets the disconnectflag to be 0.
[0044] Step 214, when the equipment hands over to
another network to register in said another network, the
driver receives the network-connection message, and
performs corresponding network-connection operation
by using the preserved parameters of the IP, the subnet
and the default gateway.
[0045] Step 216, when the equipment registers to the
new network, the CM calls the control code to make the
driver report to the system, the network which is in fake
connection before the handover is disconnected, and the
automatic handover process is completed.
[0046] On the basis of the same conception, an em-
bodiment of the present invention also provides a system
for the network handover. The structural schematic dia-
gram of the system is as shown in Fig. 3. The system for
network handover includes:

equipment 301, configured to hand over from a cur-
rent network to another network; and
a driver 302, configured to receive a network-discon-
nected message and judge whether the network-dis-
connected message is sent from a CM during a proc-
ess that the equipment 301 hands over from the cur-
rent network to said another network; if the network-
disconnected message is sent from the CM, report,
to an operating system, a first signalling which iden-
tifies that the current network is disconnected; and
if the network-disconnected message is not sent
from the CM, report, to the operating system, the
second signalling which identifies that the current
network is in a connected state.

[0047] In one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 4, the sys-
tem for network handover further includes:

the operating system 401, configured to modify a
first icon which identifies that the network is connect-
ed into a second icon which identifies that the net-
work is disconnected after the driver 302 reports, to
the operating system, the first signalling which iden-
tifies that the current network is disconnected, and
continue displaying the first icon which identifies that
the network is connected after the driver 302 reports,
to the operating system, the second signalling which
identifies that the current network is connected.
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[0048] In one embodiment, the operating system 401
may be further configured to store parameters of a current
IP, a current subnet and a current default gateway.
[0049] In one embodiment, the equipment 301 may be
further configured to disconnect from the current network
when the equipment 301 hands over to said another net-
work; and
the driver 302 may be further configured to register in
said another network by using the parameter of the cur-
rent IP.
[0050] It can be seen from the above description that
the following technical effects are achieved by the
present invention.
[0051] In embodiments of the present invention, the
driver judges whether a network-disconnected message
is sent from a CM; if the network-disconnected message
is sent from the CM, the driver reports, to an operating
system, a first signalling which identifies that the current
network is disconnected; if the network-disconnected
message is not sent from the CM, the driver reports, to
the operating system, a second signalling which identifies
that the current network is in a connected state. In this
way, the operating system is prevented from receiving
the network-disconnected message repeatedly and cor-
respondingly modifying a network-connection icon re-
peatedly, so that the power consumption of the equip-
ment is reduced. Moreover, in the embodiments of the
present invention, when the equipment performs the
handover and when the network is handed over, the sys-
tem displays that the icon of the network state and the
information of all of the IP, the subnet and the  default
gateway are not changed, which guarantees better feel-
ing of the user in downloading and experience.
[0052] Obviously, those skilled in the art shall under-
stand that the above- mentioned modules and steps of
the present invention can be realized by using general
purpose calculating device, can be integrated in one cal-
culating device or distributed on a network which consists
of a plurality of calculating devices. Alternatively, the
modules and the steps of the present invention can be
realized by using the executable program code of the
calculating device. Consequently, they can be stored in
the storing device and executed by the calculating de-
vice, or they are made into integrated circuit module re-
spectively, or a plurality of modules or steps thereof are
made into one integrated circuit module. In this way, the
present invention is not restricted to any particular hard-
ware and software combination.
[0053] The descriptions above are only the preferable
embodiment of the present invention, which are not used
to restrict the present invention. For those skilled in the
art, the present invention may have various changes and
variations. Any amendments, equivalent substitutions,
improvements, etc. within the principle of the present in-
vention are all included in the scope of the protection of
the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for network handover, characterized by
comprising:

during a process that equipment hands over
from a current network to another network, a
driver receiving a network-disconnected mes-
sage and judging whether the network-discon-
nected message is sent from a Connection Man-
ager (CM);
if the network-disconnected message is sent
from the CM, the driver reporting, to an operating
system, a first signalling which identifies that the
current network is disconnected; and
if the network-disconnected message is not sent
from the CM, the driver reporting, to the operat-
ing system, a second signalling which identifies
that the current network is in a connected state.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that after the driver reports, to the operating system,
the first signalling which identifies that the current
network is disconnected, the method further com-
prises: the operating system modifying a first icon
which identifies that a network is connected into a
second icon which identifies that the network is dis-
connected.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in
that after the operating system modifies the first icon
which identifies that the network is connected into
the second icon which identifies that the network is
disconnected, the method further comprises: the op-
erating system emptying parameters of an Internet
Protocol (IP), a subnet and a default gateway.

4. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that after the driver reports, to the operating system,
the second signalling which identifies that the current
network is in the connected state, the method further
comprises: the operating system continuing display-
ing a first icon which identifies that a network is con-
nected.

5. The method according to claim 2, characterized in
that after the operating system continues displaying
the first icon which identifies that the network is con-
nected, the method further comprises: the operating
system storing parameters of a current IP, a current
subnet and a current default gateway.

6. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that when the equipment hands over to said another
network, the equipment disconnects from the current
network, and the driver registers in said another net-
work by using parameter of the current IP.

9 10 
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7. A system for network handover, characterized by
comprising:

equipment, configured to hand over from a cur-
rent network to another network; and
a driver, configured to, during a process that the
equipment hands over from the current  network
to said another network, receive a network-dis-
connected message and judge whether the net-
work-disconnected message is sent from a Con-
nection Manager (CM); if the network-discon-
nected message is sent from the CM, report to
an operating system a first signalling which iden-
tifies that the current network is disconnected;
and if the network-disconnected message is not
sent from the CM, report to the operating system
a second signalling which identifies that the cur-
rent network is in a connected state.

8. The system according to claim 7, characterized by
further comprising:

the operating system, configured to modify a first
icon which identifies that a network is connected
into a second icon which identifies that the net-
work is disconnected after the driver reports, to
the operating system, the first signalling which
identifies that the current network is disconnect-
ed; and continue displaying the first icon which
identifies that the network is connected after the
driver reports, to the operating system, the sec-
ond signalling which identifies that the current
network is connected.

9. The system according to claim 8, characterized in
that the operating system is further configured to
store parameters of a current Internet Protocol (IP),
a current subnet and a current default gateway.

10. The system according to claim 8 or 9, characterized
in that the equipment is further configured to discon-
nect from the current network when handing over to
said another network; and
the driver is further configured to register in said an-
other network by using parameter of the current IP.
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